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GAP FILLER

A gap filler is a low power DTV repeater that
operates on the same frequency as the main
transmitter. The gap filler receives the signal from
the main transmitter with a receiving antenna and
transmits the signal further with a transmitting
antenna.
The isolation between the receiving and the
transmitting antennas is the key to the performance
of the gap filler. Therefore, it is important to
carefully evaluate what type of antennas to use and
how those antennas should be positioned and
polarized to achieve maximum isolation between
them.
The performance of the gap filler depends on three
factors: the level of the input signal, the isolation
between the antennas, and the output power of the
gap filler. The operational principle is presented in
the figure below:
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For best performance of the gap filler, in standard
configuration without echo cancellation, the signal
level received from the main transmitter should be
higher than the gap filler transmitted signal (PECHO).
The greater the difference is between these two
signals, the better the quality of the output signal
will be.
The difference of levels of these two signals is
known as gain margin and usually 10 dB gain
margin is sufficient (PR - PECHO > 10dB).
The gain margin can be smaller if echo cancellation
is used. The echo canceller digitally reduces the
level of the signal, that comes from the own
transmission of the gap filler.
For Itelco gap filler the gain margin can be
improved by up to -20dB, thanks to our state of the
art digital algorithm and EC SENS that gives the
best performance available for echo cancellation.
Thus, when our echo canceller is used the gap filler
is able to transmit a clean signal even when the
echo signal is up to 20dB higher than the received
signal (PR > PECHO - 20dB).
Considering that PECHO = POUT - IS it is important to
consider the antenna isolation.
If PR is the received signal, where a typical value is

The isolation between antennas is “Is”.
Other variables are: “PR” is the received signal level
from the main transmitter, “ΣPIN” is the sum of the
received signals from the main transmitter and from
the gap fillers transmission,
(PECHO = POUT- IS) and “POUT” is the output power of
the gap filler at the transmitting antenna.

-50 dBm, in order to transmit 100W (40dBm) it is
necessary to have an antenna isolation of 70dB,
echo signal in this case is
PECHO = POUT - IS = 50 – 70 = -20dBm.
This value is 20dB higher that the received signal.
In order to transmit higher power (ERP) it is
necessary to increase the antenna isolation (IS) or
the received input signal (PR).
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*This down converter is additional board which transforms the Exciter into a transposer / gap-filler
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GAP FILLER
RF INPUT
Frequency Range

30 - 1000 MHz (1Hz resolution)

Connector / Impedance

SMA female / 50Ω

Return Loss

> 16 dB

Input Level

15 - 100 dµBV (from -90 dBm to -7 dBm)

Input Noise Figure

< 8dB (MEAS. AT -45dBm INPUT LEVEL)

Immunity to other channels
• adj. ch. N ± 1 analog signal sync / OFDM
• digital signal OFDM / OFDM
• other ch.: analog signal sync / OFDMOFDM
• analog signa OFDM / OFDM

> 40 dB (*)
> 30 dB (*)
> 46 dB (*)
> 40 dB (*)

Selectivity

>65 dB attenutanio outside
f0 ± 4.2 Mhz (dipending on selectivity-filter choice)

(*) measured as threshold for QEF reception, mode=8k,
64QAM, CR2/3

Input-to-output performances
MER degardation vs. RF inut level and loop gain (typical measurement @474Mhz)
Loop gain 0 dB (no Echo) - Echo Canceller active
RF input level
-27 dBm
-37 dBm
-47 dBm
-57 dBm
-67 dBm
-72 dBm

MER @ RF input
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB

MER @ RF output
43.0 dB
43.0 dB
43.0 dB
42.0 dB
41.0 dB
40.0 dB

Loop gain 5 dB (Echo 10 dB above wanted signal) - Echo Canceller active
RF input level
MER @ RF input
MER @ RF output
-27 dBm
-37 dBm
-47 dBm
-57 dBm
-67 dBm
-72 dBm

44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB

41.0 dB
41.0 dB
41.0 dB
40.0 dB
39.0 dB
38.0 dB
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Loop gain 5 dB (Echo 14 dB above wanted signal) - Echo Canceller active
RF input level
MER @ RF input
MER @ RF output
-27 dBm
-37 dBm
-47 dBm
-57 dBm
-67 dBm
-72 dBm
REMOTE INTERFACE

44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB
44.0 dB

38.0 dB
38.0 dB
38.0 dB
37.0 dB
36.0 dB
35.0 dB

Connectors

Five; RJ45

Ethernet

Three; RJ45 (for web service; protocol
HTTP, NTP SNMP, SSL)

CAN Bus

Two; RJ45 (connectors for transmitter
control system)

DIGITAL GENERAL DATA
Shouder

> 50 dB

MER

> 40 dB

Carrier Suppression

> 40 dB (typical > 43 dB)

Amplitude inbalance

< 0.1%

Quadrature error

< 0.1°

Modulator processing delay

< 15 μs (depending on the operating mode)

Crest factor

from 11.5 to 12.0 dB
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Itleco Broadcast s.r.l.
Via dell’Innovazione 4
05018 Orvieto (TR) - Italy
phone: + 39 0763 960300
fax: + 39 0763 341810
email: info@itelco.it
website: www.itelco.tv
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